Although incidence and mortality rates for liver cancer have decreased continuously since 1999 in South Korea,[@b1-gnl-14-005] the burden of liver cancer is still high. In 2018, more than 10,000 people died of liver cancer, and death from liver cancer accounts for about 13% of all cancer deaths in South Korea. South Korea has the highest mortality rate of liver cancer among the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, and it is about two times higher than liver cancer mortality rates in Japan, which ranks 2nd among the OECD countries. One of the main reasons for the high disease burden of liver cancer is the high prevalence of hepatitis B virus infection in South Korea.[@b2-gnl-14-005]

In 2003, the Korean government introduced the national liver cancer screening program for groups at high risk of contracting hepatitis B, hepatitis C, or other liver diseases using liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement to reduce the high disease burden of liver cancer. However, liver cancer is very rare in Western countries. Hence, few countries except for Japan, China, and South Korea have introduced a nationwide liver cancer screening program. Moreover, there was a lack of evidence that liver cancer screening using liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement could reduce mortality rates from liver cancer. Only one randomized controlled trial in China has reported that liver cancer screening with combined liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement can reduce the mortality risk from liver cancer.[@b3-gnl-14-005] However, this study was criticized by the American Association for the Study of Liver Disease for improper study design and statistical invalidation.[@b4-gnl-14-005] A mass screening program should not be implemented unless it can be shown that the benefit outweighs the risk of harm.[@b5-gnl-14-005] Until now, the rationale for implementing a national liver cancer screening program was not clear.[@b4-gnl-14-005],[@b6-gnl-14-005] However, some clinicians who support national liver cancer screening expected that liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement would help detect liver cancer in asymptomatic patients earlier, and therefore, the earlier treatment for liver cancer would increase the overall survival rate of patients with liver cancer.[@b7-gnl-14-005],[@b8-gnl-14-005]

Although a randomized controlled trial is considered the golden standard to evaluate the effectiveness of a screening program, it is very difficult to perform a randomized controlled trial in a real-world setting.[@b4-gnl-14-005] Therefore, in reality, well-designed observational studies would be necessary to assess the effectiveness of liver cancer screening at reducing mortality using liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement. However, observational studies aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of the cancer screening program were destined to be biased owing to self-selection bias, lead time bias, and length bias.[@b9-gnl-14-005] After adjusting for lead time, and assigning all-cause mortality as the primary outcome, the cohort study may have had a high level of evidence among the observational studies. In addition, this study has another advantage of using the National Health Insurance Service database which can be representative for all liver cancer patients in South Korea.

Considering this, a study by Kwon *et al.*[@b10-gnl-14-005] showed great importance for national liver cancer screening in South Korea. Kwon *et al.*[@b10-gnl-14-005] showed that liver cancer screening using liver ultrasonography and serum alpha-fetoprotein measurement reduced all-cause mortality risk among participants after adjustment for lead time and possible covariates in the real-world setting. This new finding will provide a basis for clinicians to strongly recommend patients with liver diseases such as hepatitis B, hepatitis C, or liver cirrhosis to participate in a national liver cancer screening program. Until now, only two out of five high-risk patients with hepatitis B, hepatitis C, or liver diseases had participated in the national liver cancer screening program. The nationwide efforts will be necessary to increase participation rates and improve the quality of the liver cancer screening program in South Korea.

See "The Impact of National Surveillance for Liver Cancer: Results from Real-World Setting in Korea" by Jin Won Kwon, et al. on page 108, Vol. 14. No. 1, 2020
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